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Descritio.
Init ated in the fall of 1965 as a program which was dLigned

to raise 'he reading and language levels of skill-deficient inter-

Mediate-grade pupils, Hartford's Intensive keading Instructional

Team (IRIT)'. program
is an exepplor of teamed efforts in action.

Each year, three groups.of 45/students are selected to partici-

pate in one of the three cycles,
operated by each team. These

.x/

NTFASIAAPEREADING/_INSTRUCTIONAL
TEAM PROGRAM:

AN EVALUATION REPOii;

980=1981
Compensatory Program

Evaluation r

students are further divided 'into mnalkeclasses of about 15 'pupils

evh. Each day, for approximately 10 weeks, these youngsters rotate

from teacher to teacher so as to receive daily instruction in ind,j_V-

idualized reading, vocabulary and-comprehension,.and
in the core

skill'area of decoding: Since the younsters attend an 1RIT, which,.,

they affectionately
call "The Reading'School,".for

about three

hours each morning, they receive about 150 hours of intensive

instruction per cycle. In the afternoons
youngsteri return to

their Sending school for instruct on in other subject'areas.

IRIT tchers work with the student during the :entire morning

and spend their 'afternoons
preparing lessons and updating records,

developing new instructional materials which are based, on student

needs, meeting with teachers add parents from,the sending schbol,

participating in pr/agessional
development an training sessions,

and providing in-service training to other classroOlin teachers.

It was reported that afternoons were also used-to
coordinate IRIT

services with classroom instruction.

Program Accomplishments

Several accomplishments
were,reported,

The,Fewly formed

Hooker team reported that the Hartford
Desigti and the Ginn..Stu.di,

Skills materials together with'regular homework assignments,

weekly compositions, and opportunities for students.to Use.machies

and games for skill reeinforbement.were
in'c'orporated

in the,two

cycles run during the year. It wasreporteY d,that team membets met

-
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wrath eaeh sending on two formal occasions as well as
in informal conferences, that a'pass System was developed'to allow

students to return for after- school activities, and that the per-

sonalized pick-up. and classroom return of. youngsters by-teami"
medbers provided pontinual opportunities for communication withIo

the classromn teacher. It was also. reported that the-team stressed
vocabulary expansion and specific compohension skills, that
bas.ls-were employed to counter 'pressures placed on classroom

teachers to move students .along in.reading levels, and that°book

clubs were used by 28 IRIT and 4 non-IRIT studgillts. Purchased
books, a visit from librarian and story tellex:'Gertrude Blanks,'

91,0 the development of helpful pamphlets 'for parents which

included "Ten Suggestions to Help Your.Child Read Better,"

"Distipline Tips for Parents," and 'How to Confer Successfully

with Your Child's Teacher" were also cited.

At .the Kinsella IRIT, it was reported that small group

instruction, organizing independent time to develop good work
habits, and the use of educational incentives such as the use of

audio- visual equipment when certain goals were met, certificates

of achievement,'progress charts, and books and stickers as prizes,

produced positive changes in,attitudestawards reading progress.

Homework was closely monitored while perfect attendance and

outstanding behavior were encouraged. 'The participation of
young ters in a book club; a,book describing center activities,,,

and the closing cycle program which was held for yarents, stu-
%

dents, teachers, and. Board of Education members were also cited.

.The Martin Luther King team reportee-Communications with
parents stopping 'in to meet teachers before the open house, phone

'contacts to assist parents and given them additional. information.

ITIT teachers 'attending the schooL's open house to contact parents,

tie-ins between, school and IRIT conferences, and visits.tO the

Albany Avenue Library' to become familiar with the branch and take
out'a library card as being effective. Newspapers and reading2.
during hOliday seasons were used to help younggters.perform'before

a group,and develop good listening skills while pictures,of the
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students were taken and presented a cioiing exercise-g77--
.

-At Wish,sucessful parental communications using an IRIT

Newsletter and weekly newspgper were-reported.. Visitors at

three ,open houses' and at ti closing exercises included 14,,---

parents, 4 guests, 42 teachersr and 9 administrators. Wish served
. . 4...-

f

as the-3 month training ce2ter-for t e three new which

were established during -the 1980-81 s ool year ang,also pro4ded

a workshop for the bilingual IRIT. It was reported that the team

1gadei. helFed to extend the IRIT program to CO4ord, New-Hamp-

shire as "part of Hartford's Dissemination Diffusion projiOt: ..

Th6 Clark team reported that although most ,#) f the .p.,arnts

worked, 35 parents and 11 others visited the center during the.
.

,three cycles: Monthly,newspapers containing children's work and

ctivities which were developed for each child, cyclic op n
.t,

. ..

houses fol. parents and teachers, and other activities. The use of

.

.

motivationZ prices to include-books and tennis balls, and the

participation of the IRIT on a Channel 30;news dpeci4l on Title
.
I "

.
,

programs, and visits.by 88 individuals were also cited as salutary
)

--

activities. .
- )

.,
,

, .

.
;

The KinseA lla Annex team noted library visits., a visit by

Mrs. Blanks, a newspaper written by the children, group booklets

made by teachers, the closing exercises with stories and poems,

and the ability to control teaching practices and not get so.

involved, with school problems since the center was not a part

of a large School as ,features which,ccintributed to program success.
,

Nospecific-accamplishments mere cited by the SAND team.

Problem Areas

Of the seven IRIT teams, only the Kiniella Annex team

reported problems or concerns: The team rtoted that it was diffi-
.

cult to get qualified substitutes.
.

Evaluation ."

The evaluation was designed to provide answers to two'

questions.'

. 71. Wre serVices'proVi'ded in accord with the funding
. '30

E
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2. 'To what extent were the project obj ectives. met?

stion '1:
.
:Were' services 'provided.*in accord with the funding,

. ' "proposal? .
,

.%.

'In geeral, it appeared. that IRIT, services. were provided n .

accord wits the 'funding proposal. While a review of pl-test MAT'

scores. showed that a nuthber of:students had, tested sightly above

4/
,.

the -23%ile and particularly when these studeirt had been tested

at the, end ofisecand grade, the:project director reported that

all youngsters who had tested above the 231ile had needssubstan-.
tiated.by,other objective test data or through the use of an .

individual reading esse4smentowhich was administered before or
. .,.

a upon admittance'to the program. These data were not reviewed by
.

/the evaluator. .
.

.

Question :2: TO what 'extent were 'the project objectives ,

. The funded proposal contained threl objectives:,

\. "Stu ants will on the average make educationally

significant gains of at least 7 NCE points in reading.11

2. "75% of the students will read at least '8 books during
*

the cycle." 1, ,1
-,..

3. "75% of the students will write simplesentences et ' --.

their independent level."
. .

/Objective. 1`: "Students.will on the average makd educatidnally

significant gains f teleast.7 NCE points 'inn
-4

reading."

The objective was assessed in several, ways. To look at short

term cyclic gains, pre to post cycle California Achievement/test,

(CAT) standar&sbores were analyzed by team; program, and 'by grade

using a t-test of related measures at the ..05.1evel'of

This statistical test Was used to determine whether, 10-week meaa'.

cycle gains were inail'probability real one 5',ouf'of
.

100 cases. The analysis of mean pre to post cycle reading ,'

standard scores is repo rted by team and for the total*program

in Table 1, and by grade in Table 2. Note sthit.gains which
reached the Al significance level,were,in all.pgobability real

7
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in 99, rather than 95 cases out of 100.

Table 1 '

Analysis of Mean Pre-to Post Cycle'Reading Standard

Score Changes by Team,4School Year 1980 - 1981

Team - N Lbtest
Pre Test

SS, SD
PoSt Test

'SS SD' Dif t Sig

Clark, 123 Vocab 331.2 33.6. 353.6
5 Comp 340.9 42.1 369.3

-. ,, 126 Total 320.1 36.6 351.1

King 129 Vocab 335.0 31.7 371.8.
128 Comp' 352.9 39.2 400.7
129 Tottal 328.4 44.5 368.8

Wish 129 Vocab 373.6' 190.7 437.1
129 Comp 469.1 270.9 499.7 .

129 Total 140.7 130.5- 162.9

Kinsella 129 Vocab 326.9 '15 6 350.8
129 Comp 326.3 604 368.8
129 :Total 311.8 r- 46. 345.2

Kinsella
Annex 43 Total 366.1 42.0 384.6

.

SAND 81. Vocab, 335.4 37.8 356.9
81 Comp 341.3 -43.5 370.7
81 Total 324.5 40.4 350.1

Hooke414r 83 Total 326.9 46.6 372.0

Total- 681 Vocab 341.6 90.4 374.3
683 Comp 369.4 135.7 405.4

it 811 ;Total ,298.5 95.4 329.7

s.

/

fl4 .9 2-2,4
57.,1 28.4
59.4 31.0

41.0 36.8
49.1 .47.8
45.7 40.4'

228.5 63.5
249.6 ' 30.6
157.6 22.2

42.2 23.9
61.9 42.5
52.1 33.4

400.1 '18.5
46

lo.f;-- .01 -/-
6.2 .01
6.9 .01

13.6 .01
100 .01
18.7 - .01

2.6 .01
4 .9 NS
4.3 .01

10.0 .01
10.4 .01
13.8 .01

5.1 .1

.

42.6 21:5 6.2. .01
74.0 29.4 4.4 .01
57.2 25.6 5.7 .01

49.8 45.1 113.4 .01

109.7 32.7 6.7 .01
130.2 36t0 . '5.4 .01
107.0 31.2 21.7 .01
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Table 2

. Analysis of Mean Pre to Post Cycle Reading Standard

Score Changes by Grade,, School Year 1'980 - 1981

Grad.
Pre Test ' Post Test

Subtest SS SD SS, SD Dif t Sig

2 42 Vocab 305.1 26.0 330.9 23.7' 25.8 7.0'. .01

42 Comp 312.9 31.2 336.5 33..9 .23,6 4:2 :01

43 Total 289.3 33.5 317.8 27.6 28.5 6.6 g.01

3 248 Vocab 328.2
250 Comp 338.1
285 Total 280.1

4 4 .. 245 Vocab 351)0
, 244 Comp. 376.7

280 Total 304.1

5 103 Vocab 367.6
103 438.4
142 Total 326.6

6 39 Vocab 39.0
39 Comp 414.2
55 Total 296.2

90.8 352.6 9f.5 24.4 3.5 .01

125.7 375.6 119.5 ,32.5 3.9 .01

83.7 311.0 98.9 35.9 11.4 '.01

100.8 358.2 100.1 7.1 3.4k .01

125.3 424.2 126.1 47.5. 5.0 .01

'92.9 337.7 106.5 33.6 16.7 .01\

66.1 412.9 1,3.9:8 45.3 3.3 .01

155.3 439.7 139.7 1.3 .0 NS
107.4, 357.9 115.5 31.3 8.3 .01

4

99.1 435.1 209.7 91.1 2.4 .6.5

177.8 476.5 168.0 62.3 1.4 NS
40.1 319.9 y146.3 23.7 3.7 .01

4

y

Wirle all gains, with the excepan of the Wish youngsters

on the Reading Comprefiension subtest, made highly significant

gains.thus exceeding the 95% criterion level, there were some

problems With the data. Although Wish scores seemed reasonable

ones, standard deviations were somewhat high and were not in

keeping with the other 4cores reported. FUrther, since the

scores were alo reflected in program. and in grade level totals,

.,these could also be at variance. Since data Were miscod,d, arid

despite the fact that the problems were probably corrected in

ft the computer run, the pre to post Wish cycle.data and data for

the cited totals should be read with some degree of caution.

Note also that only total scores were reported-by Kinsella "

"and by Hooker.
e.

Despite the fact that all,gains except one were highly, signi-'
\

ficant, scores weik,also analyzed by team and by grade. :These

grade level analyse roduced fifth and sixth grade gain patterns
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which were slightly lower., ,Fifth and .iixth grade pre to post

cycle comprehension gains were non-significant, the sixth

grade v cabulary score reached only the stated significance level.

(.05). Again, miscoding which may also. have produced some of the

higher standard deviations which were reported, and missing sub-

test scores may have been reflected in the various totals. For.

'all teams, and with the possible exception of Wish, the objective

appeared to have been attained and the standard bettered.

Because pre to post cycle CAT gains represent- short term

Changes, an assessment of longer term gains was in order. To

determine whether gaint were greater than might ordinarily be

'- expected without the addition of the supplementary_IRIT services,

and to meet the requirements inherent in the Title I reporting

plan, city-wide spring to spring Metropolitan Achievement Test

(MAT). statdaxd score chan&s were examined.' Since thd 1980

testing had used the 1970 edition of the MAT,ca.nd the 1981 testin;

used the newer 1978 edition, a test of relate& measures could not

be applied to the data. Instead, the mean standard scores were

converted to.percentiles using the publisher's norm tables on'the

assumption that if the supplementary services hail an effect upon

pupil growth, then the relative percentile placement position

would improve. In addition, percentild-s were also converted, to

Normal Curve Equivalents (NCE). CEs, like standard scores,

represent an'equardistribuOionof scores which are equated-to'

points on the percentile scale. Unlike percentiles, NCE's can be-

aggregated so as to.shOw an overall gain. In Table 3, theMAT'

spring 1980 and.spring 1981

to 1978 standard scores and

The same table contains

standard scares have been converted

are reported by grade.

an analysis of.percentiles and NCE

changes and in'comOilison with the 7 NCE project standard. Note

that whLle provisions have been made to collect current city-wide

testing make-up 'data, again the absence of pre test data and of

matched data resulted in an analysis of about 29% of the, young-

sters' who h'ad been served.

AO&

I

i0.
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Analysis of Beginning to End 'of Year Mean-'-,Standard
Reading Scores by Grade, Spring 1980 - ,Sprig 1981 '

- Pre Test
Grade\ N SS* Zile NCE

,Post Test
SS Zile

-,

'-NCE
Difference
Zile NCE

9 495 2 -6.7-
. 4 111 510. 1 1.0
5

/

127 568 2' . 6,7

601.6

599.0

603.4

20

8

4

'

32.5

20.4

13.1 '

/'---:"\'

18

7

2

'25:8

19.4

6.4
Weighted
Total 247 e..,

*Converted to MAT '.78 scale.

Data in Table 3 provided mixed review's to the project- In
terms of good pews :the weighted NCE gain of 13.0 far exceease-d
the 7 NCE standarduwhich had been established by the projedt and '
indicated that educationally-significant gains had been made.

-2 Since the examined represented a limited segment of the popula-
tion, whether funding could be generalized to the entire program
was not,determined. A minimal number of matched scoresand the
fact that 54'scores had` to be deleted because of impropeicoding
'further added to the problem. While the'problem of test attri-
tion is being addressed by the district'testing office; the
absence If MAT scores must also be Addressed by the project as a.whole.* Recommendations to Correct this problem will be made in
a section, of the, narrative wlich follows. 1

Objective 2: "75% of tthe students will read at least 8 books
*

.

during the cycle." / d.

7. P
Each of the IRIT cycles stressed the reading of books obtained.

4
'andat home, from the classroom, frdm the library for value 44d-for.

enjoyment. derts,and other motivational devices were used to
stimulate thiireadi4 an here the number of books read was

4
,

graphically-recorded wiih accomplishments rewarded by the L.amf
To assess the objective, numbers of bdoksread were ecorded on
data coding sheets with means and distriblitions calculated by

11
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team. 'Here number of books read ranged from 1 for three indivi-
-.

duals to a 'recorded high of 120 for two. Means and ranges are

reported by team in Table 4 which fo.11ows. Note tha'since

inaccurate coding and less precise keypunching may have affected

the acctraCy of the presentation, five of the.team statistics

were redone by hand.

Table 4

Numbers. of Books Read by Team, School Year 1980-1981

Team ' N' Mean , Range

/
Clark ?-1% 132. 14.6 3 27

1

King ,. 133 .9.3 3 - 21

Wish P; 133 18..0 1 42

Kinsella 85 14 ..1 4 37

Kinsella
Annex 133 10.6 4 - 32

'5Af\ID . 87 ,17,0

Hooker 87 15.8 1 , 35

Total 790 1 --"-207-.

Despite the problsms'which were encountered while reanalyzing

numbers of books read data,-when the distributions of books read

were compared with the-75% criterion, only 90 youngsters, or aboilt

11% of the total for which cores were available had not read at

least 8 book's° during .their'cycle. . When figures were further

examined by team, ail King 39 yotnutersor-about 29% of 'the team's

enrallment had read less ihan 8 booksL Tor each of the teams with

the exception of Kirig; 'and for the program as a whole, the objec-

tiv had been.met.
( 'Pak sr--'

O

1

'Objective 3:: "757 of the,s:tudentswill write simple sentences

at' their independent. level'."

Teapher4)/were asked to rte student written simple sentences

at the end of each cycle Vas being ilt", "below'', or "above'.'
. .

-..

.
their. independent level. Ratings were coded by- teachers and '

,

these were aggregated and converted to percentages by team and

for the grogram as e whole. While some miscoding and miskeyPunching
-.

.

.4



resulted in "othea"

tamed, each of the

demonstrate that at

simple sentences at

team teachers:

Rated Student

category ratings which could not be ascer-

teams and the'program as a whole could

leasti/.5% of the youngsters had written

the independent level, as judged by their

The objective was attained.

*Table 5

Ability to Write Simple Sentences by Team,

School Year 1980-1981

Team N
'Above Level

N X

Clark 130 17- 13

King 132 10 8

Wish 128 74 58

Kinsella 128 17 13
I

Kinsella

Annex 45 .0

SAND '83 9 , 11

( Hooker , I 87 11 13

-TOial: _8-23.- 150 .-- 18
.,-

At Level
N x

,80. ..62

115 87'

32 25

85 67

42

57_

70

550
-

94

69

80

67

Below Level
N %

Other -
N

'31 24 2

7- 5

22 17

26 20.

2 4 .1 2

16 19 1 1

6 §

129 15 A

:1) Because the IRIT tai s have been concerned about' their

various clientelesteach team attempted to,obtain parent, teacher,

and student reactions to the prOgram through the use, of question-

halres. Questionnaires Were distributed toward the end. of each

cycle, tallied at the team level, and submitted to the reading

department fOr transmission to the -evaluation, office. While the
actual count of forms distributed were not. reported, numbers of

student and pareht responses were far- less than,the numbers

reported last year. Representativeness could not be determined.

From the 856 4udents,who had received IRIT services, 115 student

and 253 parent questionnaires,Veretallied. These figures repre-
/

sent about 13 and 30 percent 'of the enrollment,/ renectively..

The parent questionnaire was the form (6..f a letter and,

was sent home to IRIT parents at the end.of each cycle. In the

questionnaire, parents were asked how the program had benefited



A
their child. Response s were tallied by percentage with the number

"responding to each question shown under N\ Note that while

responses were very positive,-numbers were somewhat less than

those reported last year (253 vs. 385).

:Table 6 ,

,Analysis of Pareni End of Cycle Questionnaire

Responses, by NUmber aid Percentage, School Year 1980-1981

Question

Very Much Some- Never

N N % N % N %

How much did your child

enjoy, IRIT? 253 203 80 36 14 . 4 2

'Has your child's atti-
tude toward reading
changed?- -

251 151 60 90 36 10 4

Has the reading progrdh
affected your child's
attitude toward school

:

in general? 245 112 46 64, 26 69 28
-.\

Do you feel your child's

reading has improved
since attending IRIT? 258 170 66 83 32 5. 2

Since attending IRIT,

does your child find
%

reading more enjoyable? 252 190 75 56 22 6 2

Student reactions to the IRIT program-were also assessed

through the use of IRIT stpdent evaluation forms. toth forms

had been used by the program in, previous years and apparently

the second form-was distributed at the end of the cycles ,by one

center. Reponses from 79 students were tallied and converted

to percentages
fra,M'one form and are sham in the .following table

while 36 responses from a second for are shownin Table 8.' Once,

"Again, respot>patterns were generally salutary and in support

of the. program.

Na 14
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Tabl 7

Analysis of Student End-of-Cycle Questions and. dentages,

School Year 1980-1981

Question

Did like going from class
to-c ass? /

Did you liXe.havingthree
teachers? '.

Has IRIT helped you,in'
reading?

. Is your family happy with
.the work yOu did at IRIT?

Do you want to go tosa
reading school again?

Yes
N_

113 103

115 .111

: 117 '117

117 117

105 97

No

91 . 14 12'

97 6 5

roa 0

100 0

92. 20' 19.

Table 8

Analysis of a Second Set of Student End-of-Cycle

- Questionnaire Responses by Number and Percentage,

School Year 19801981

Question

1. Are you a boy oar a.girl? Boys 17
A

Girls .19
.'t.i.

2. What grade areiyou in? ...
3rd 4th ,.,-:- 5th 6th
2 4-

.
11

'Very Much Some Not at all Don't Know

4r. How much did you
like changing
classes?

A. How much did you
like having three
teachers?

5. How much do-you
feel reading school
has helped your
reading?

6. How hard was the
work in reading
school for you?

, 67.6 21.6 8.1

58.3 30.6 . 11.1

83.3 16.7

11.4 60.0

I

2.7

Os MO ft 0.

25.7 . 2.9



7. How hapP%re your
parents with the
work you dic3 in
this school?

8. Would you want to
go to reading
school again?

9. Are there some
things about
reading school
you did not. like?

10. Are there some
thihgs about
reading school
you liked very
much?

11. Do you think it,
isa good idea
for boys and-
girls to go to

.the reading
school if they
need help in
reading?

Very Much Some, Not at all Don't Know

772 11.4 5:7 5.7

66.7 19,.4' 13.9'

48.6 51.4

84.8 6.1 9.1

97.0 3.0

Response patterns,andthe highly favorable ,comments were

comparableto those reported in previous years (1978-79, 1979-80)

where-students generally reported program satisfaction and enjoy::

t.

IME,

is-
ClAs.sroom teachers who-Sent students to the IRIT teachers

were also asked to,react to the program Services on an MIT-
.

developed TeaCher Evaluation Form. 64 teacher for!" were tallipd

with responses representing 372 IRIT-served children. Note that

Since some teachers did not rate the question dealing with-en

improvement in student attitude, the overall percentag s will

not add up to 1b0. While riot immediately noticeable fro the

data,:numbeFs of.teachers attending an IRIT open house ncreased

by about 13%, while.those,Vho were able to visit at other times

increased by 9% over the previous year. Opeh-ended comments and

suggestions were not tallied but were reported to the department,

per se. About one-third of the teachers provided suggestions.



'Table 9

Analysis.of-Teacher End of Cycle RespOnses by Number

. and Pei-centage, School Year 1980-1981

Question

.Have you noticed improvement
in skills of the Children
attending the IRIT?

/ Have, your children. developed

\. a better attitude toward
reading?

Have you noticed any favor-

able, behavioral changes in.
your students?

Were you able to attend the

IRIT open house?

Were you able to visit the
IRIT program at any other

time?

.

N N

5,8 49 85 9 15

61 57 93 4 7

, 60 31 52 29 48

64 36 56 28 44

) 64 20 31' 44 69

In addi ion to the objective itemsq teachers were asked how

many pupils r ained in their classroom when youngsters were

attending the IRIT. Of the teachers who responded, numbers

ranged from 6 to 26, with a mean of 19'pupils remaining reported.

Conclusions and Recommendations

At the end of the 1978-79 school year, the IRIT evaluation

identified substantial gaps,in available test data and suggested

ways by which these could be filled. During the 1979-80 school

year; corrective'actions were taken and recommendations were

implemented to ,the point that problems were generally corrected.

Using a powerful, Title I B-2 reporting model analysis, it was, also

ossible tb produce even more persuasive evidence of IRIT success..

his year, altobjectives Were met.jy the program yet since there

were discrepancies in the data, recommendations are indicated once

again.

1. While the analyses of pre to post cycle reading scores

produced a number of highly significant gain- patterns,

in some cases subtests were not recorded. There were

also some problems with the data.- Some were caused by
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miscoding,._and particularly at, the Wish center,-while

others were caused by errors made by the outside key-

punching services. While it may be poSsible to reduce

.errors by obtaining city-wide MAT data from Hattford's

Z.61o;ute\:torage thus eliminating the'necessity to,

copy scor s on coding sheets, the 'fact remains that

cycle test, questionnaire, books read', and levels of

sentences writing will still have to. be entered manually

on data input sheets. While all sheets are subject to

.human error, some improvements in accuracy Can be made.
4)

For example:

Sheets can be pre-lined to indicate name, ED number,

school, and grade level fields thus cutting down on

the probability that these data will appear in an
improper column. A

-.The project sarector can,carefully monitor sheets to

insure that they are kept up on an on-going basis,

that data are coded properly, and that all entries are

clear and legibly, made.

- Finally, al/ dgta should be checked at the project

Nlevel before submis$ion to the evaluation office.

While this checking may appear to be repetitious, it

seems to be the only way that the data can be made as

i-
f

/."gdod as the.program.

'2. Happily, the joint 'efforts of- the various federal prJjedts

and dd the testing office have helped to reduce the test

attrition which was reported last year. This spring, a

-substantially larger 'number. of MAT test scores was,avail-

For thb IRIT, however, the end of year (1980) test

SCOi s were, still missing. While a recommendation had

been made to consider the possibility of pre-testi4,all

first cycle IRIT youngsters with the MAT Sand as close to

the Gctobernorming point as was possible, this as not

done.- Thus, spring to. spring VAT test scores .were only
. .

available for ;about one-third of the enrollment. Although
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problems are not expected in the fall, team leaders ,

should take no chances. Enrollment records should be

carefully scrutinized and if pre test MAT data are not

ay3ilable, several actions should be taken. First,

sending schools and the testing office shPuld be con-

tacted to determine if MAT.s have been given'to enrolled

youngsters. Those available.aresimply recorded. If

tests are not available, and irf substantial numbers,

arrangements should be made by the project coordinator/

to pre test the first cycle youngsters. If these arrange-

ments cannot be made, the evaluation office should be

notified sothat other actions can be taken.

3. In the preceding year's evaluation (Report 80-13) it was

noted that questionnaires provide valuable program ser-

vices by helping to motivate program constituencies,

keeping tlfem involved in the program, facilitating school

communications, and obtaining some information for possible

program change. It appeared that fewer parent and stUdent

forms than usual were submitted, and, that two kinds of

student forms ere used. It is agair4recommended that a

consistent series of questionnaires be used, and that the

project coordinator 'monitOr this process.

4. Once again it is suggested that only essential project

information be collected at the end of the school. year.

In the 1979-80 evaluation, it was noted that while a

system for writing a comprehensive report which included

information from each of the IRIT teams had been developed

by the coordinator-during theprevious school year, this

system was not used in either the present or previous

years.- While the department may ask to have individual

`data collection sheets submitted, it is not necessary

from an evaluative standpoint, to ask teams to restate

and assess project objectives or to report data which

will be pi ked up by, the evaluation' itself.' It is more

impprtant gather information which is not normafly

obtained through evaluation efforts and information which.

9,6
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may have changed during the course of the year.

Robert J. Nearine

Evaluation, Research & Testint

Hartford Public Sciools

249 High Street

*Hartford, COnnecticut 06103
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Results and Recommendations

, ..z.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES )
.

C
_

% 0,

v

1. Students will on the average make educationally significant
gains of at least 7 NCE points in reading;

2. 75% of the students will readat least°8 books during the
cycle. N 4'

3. ,75% of e students will°write simple sentences at their:

indepe ent

DATA:ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Pre to post cycle CAT standard scores, when analyzed by team,
program, and gra0 produced gains reaching the .01significance
level for all teams except, one. The Wish team produced a non-
'significant mean gain in Comprehension. Subtest data were not

-.,,,.provided,by the Kinsella Annex or the Heibker teams. Because of
data errors', Wish school gains, program totals, and grade level

5otals,
shbuld be viewed with caution.

Spring to spring MAT standard score data were, convert d to

mean grade level percentiles and NCEs, and produced a weigh ed
NCE gain of 13.0 which exceeded the 7.NCE project standard. For

all teams except King, and for the program as a whole at least
75Z of the youngsters read more than 8 books and cR:ld Write
sentences at or above their independents- level..

._ ..

1.
-.-

f

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS

See page 14.
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